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In this issue…The use of cell surface antigens to characterise embryo-
nic stem (ES) cells, and to monitor their differentiation, has
had a long history, stretching back to the early studies of
differentiation antigens in the hematopoietic system, and
their application to teratocarcinomas and embryonal
carcinoma (EC) cells in the laboratory mouse. In their
review article, Surface marker antigens in the character-
ization of human embryonic stem cells, Andrew Wright
and Peter Andrews discuss a number of these markers
within their historical context. They discuss glycolipids and
glycoprotein antigens that are now extensively used in
studies of human ES cells. Many of these were first
identified using both mouse and human EC cells, although
the cell surface antigen phenotype of human EC and ES cells
has proved to be significantly different from that of murine
EC and ES cells.
The paper entitled Tracking the cell hierarchy in the
human intestine using biochemical signatures derived by
mid-infrared microspectroscopy, by Michael Walsh and
colleagues in the laboratory of Francis Martin at the Centre
for Biophotonics in Lancaster, heralds the emergence of
biospectrocopy as a valuable tool for mainstream biological
science. In an accompanying commentary article, The
emergence of biospectroscopy in stem cell research,
Philip Heraud and Mark Tobin point out that the pioneering
work by Walsh and colleagues joins recent studies involving
human and mouse stem cell differentiation which have
demonstrated that biospectroscopic approaches can detect
and define biochemical changes occurring during cell
differentiation.
Walsh and colleagues employed synchrotron Fourier-
transform infrared (FTIR) microspectroscopy to derive mid-
infrared (IR) spectra from human gastrointestinal crypts,
correlating the spectra with the putative stem and progeni-
tor cells located along the crypt. Compared to putative crypt
base columnar Paneth cells, those assigned as label-retaining
cells were chemically more similar to putative large bowel
stem cells and the small intestine transit-amplifying cells
were closest to large bowel transit-amplifying cells whilst
cells at the base of small intestine crypts were the most
chemically-distinct. This study suggested that chemical
similarities revealed by FTIR microspectroscopy facilitated
identification of cells with similar functions in human
intestinal crypts.doi:10.1016/j.scr.2009.06.002In their paper entitled, Analysis of the distinct functions
of growth factors and tissue culture substrates necessary
for the long-term self-renewal of human embryonic stem
cell lines, Melissa Baxter and colleagues address the
problem that not all human embryonic stem cell lines can
be readily adapted to previously reported feeder cell- and
serum-free culture systems. They have devised a feeder and
serum-free culture system that they state can support the
long-term self-renewal of several euploid hES cell lines with
minimal spontaneous differentiation and without the need
for manual propagation. This system contains fibroblast
growth factor 2, activin A, neurotrophin 4, and the N2 and
B27 supplements together with a human fibronectin
substrate.
Tissue engineering and cell therapy will require large-
scale production of homogeneous populations of lineage-
restricted progenitor cells that easily can be induced to
differentiate into a specific tissue. In their paper Human
embryonic stem cell-derived mesenchymal progenitors—
Potential in regenerative medicine, Camilla Karlsson and
colleagues describe straightforward protocols for the estab-
lishment of human embryonic stem cell-derived mesenchy-
mal progenitor (hES-MP) cell lines. These cells were highly
similar to mesenchymal stem cells with regard to morphology
and expression of markers. Following transplantation in
severe combined immunodeficient (SCID) mice, hES-MP cells
gave rise to homogeneous, well-differentiated tissues
exclusively of mesenchymal origin and teratoma formation
was not observed. These cells displayed osteogenic, adipo-
genic, and chondrogenic potential in vitro.
Human embryonic stem cells have the potential to be a
promising source of hepatocytes for regenerative medicine.
In their study, Expedited growth factor-mediated specifi-
cation of human embryonic stem cells toward the hepatic
lineage, Rebecca Moore and Prabhas Moghe describe
hepatic differentiation of adherent hESC exposed to activin
A followed by growth factor combinations composed of
dexamethasone, oncostatin M, hepatocyte growth factor,
and Wnt3A. The hESC-derived hepatocyte-like cells resulting
from optimal growth factor combinations exhibited char-
acteristic hepatocyte morphology, expressed hepatocyte
markers, and possessed hepatospecific functional activity.
In their study, Human bone marrow-derived mesench-
ymal stem cells secrete brain-derived neurotrophic factor
2 EDITORIALwhich promotes neuronal survival in vitro, Alastair Wilkins
and colleagues wished to determine whether human MSCs
secrete factors which protect cultured rodent cortical
neurons from death by trophic factor withdrawal or nitric
oxide (NO) exposure. Medium conditioned by MSCs attenu-
ated neuronal death, dependent on intact PI3kinase/Akt
pathway signaling. Trophic factor withdrawal and NO
exposure in cultured cortical neurons led to reduction in
Akt signaling pathways, whereas NO administration activated
p38 MAP kinase in neuronal cultures. Addition of MSC-
conditioned medium activated the PI3kinase/Akt pathway
and in neurons exposed to NO, MSC-conditioned mediumreduced p38 signaling. The authors showed that MSCs secrete
brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) and addition of
anti-BDNF neutralising antibodies to MSC-conditioned med-
ium attenuated its neuroprotective effect. Conversely,
exposure of neurons to BDNF increased activation of Akt
pathways and protected neurons from trophic factor with-
drawal. These observations indicated the mechanisms of
neuroprotection offered by MSC-derived factors and suggest
an important role for BDNF in neuronal protection.
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